46th Annual University of Utah

POW WOW

In Honor of Missing & Murdered Indigenous Women

GRAND ENTRIES
FRIDAY, APRIL 6 - 7 PM
SATURDAY, APRIL 7 - 12 PM
6 PM (WEAR RED)

OLPIN STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
200 S. CENTRAL CAMPUS DRIVE

HEAD STAFF
BART POWAWKIEE - MASTER OF CEREMONIES
JOSEPH BALDWIN - ARENA DIRECTOR
HIGH NOON - HOST DRUM
MICHELLE ALLRUNNER SANCHEZ - HEAD WOMAN
SÉCADIO SANCHEZ - HEAD MAN

SPECIALS
"ONE LOVE" COUPLES ROUTINE DANCE
("INCLUSIVE" FOR COUPLES OVER 18+ ONLY)
SPONSORED BY MICHELLE ALLRUNNER, BSW/MSW SANCHEZ
(NAVADO, APACHE, SOUTHERN CHEYENNE-KIOWA) AND
SÉCADIO "SUN" SANCHEZ (NAVAJO)

HONORING OF OUTGOING 2017-18 AIWS COMMUNITY GIVE AWAY
SPONSORED BY RACHEL HOLIDAY, 2017-18 AMERICAN INDIAN WOMAN SCHOLAR

"STILL DANCING"
BY JON LABILLOIS, MONTANA TRIBE

DIVERSITY.UTAH.EDU/POWWOW